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(57) Disclosed is a communication technique for
merging, with loT technology, a 5G communication sys-
tem for supporting a data transmission rate higher than
that of a 4G system, and a system therefor. The disclo-
sure can be applied to intelligent services (for example,
smart home, smart building, smart city, smart car or con-
nected car, health care, digital education, retail, security,
and safety related services, and the like) on the basis of

5G communication technology and loT related technol-
ogy. The present invention presents a method for con-
necting, with each network function defined in a fifth gen-
eration mobile communication network, a capability ex-
posure function (CEF) having a function of exposing con-
text of a terminal to a third party in a mobile communica-
tion network so as to provide management of the terminal
or a mobility event for the terminal.
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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] Although the new RAN (NR) and packet core
(next generation core (NG Core)), which are a radio ac-
cess network and a core network in a 5G network stand-
ardized by 3GPP, are described in specific descriptions
of embodiments of the disclosure, the salient points of
the disclosure can be also applied to any other commu-
nication system with a similar background by making mi-
nor modifications within a scope not far different from the
scope of the disclosure. Such application could be de-
termined by those skilled in the art to which the disclosure
pertains. For convenience of the description, the disclo-
sure uses certain terms and names defined in the stand-
ards of the 3rd generation partnership project long term
evolution (3GPP LTE). However, the disclosure is not
delimited by the terms and names and can be applied
the same to a system according to any other standard
as well.

[Background Art]

[0002] In order to meet wireless data traffic demands
that have increased after 4G communication system
commercialization, efforts to develop an improved 5G
communication system or a pre-5G communication sys-
tem have been made. For this reason, the 5G commu-
nication system or the pre-5G communication system is
called a beyond 4G network communication system or a
post LTE system.
[0003] In order to achieve a high data transmission
rate, an implementation of the 5G communication system
in a mmWave band (for example, 60 GHz band) is being
considered. In the 5G communication system, technolo-
gies such as beamforming, massive MIMO, Full Dimen-
sional MIMO (FD-MIMO), array antenna, analog beam-
forming, and large scale antenna are being discussed as
means to mitigate a propagation path loss in the mm
Wave band and increase a propagation transmission dis-
tance.
[0004] Further, the 5G communication system has de-
veloped technologies such as an evolved small cell, an
advanced small cell, a cloud Radio Access Network
(RAN), an ultra-dense network, Device to Device com-
munication (D2D), a wireless backhaul, a moving net-
work, cooperative communication, Coordinated Multi-
Points (CoMP), and received interference cancellation
to improve the system network.
[0005] In addition, the 5G system has developed Ad-
vanced Coding Modulation (ACM) schemes such as Hy-
brid FSK and QAM Modulation (FQAM) and Sliding Win-
dow Superposition Coding (SWSC), and advanced ac-
cess technologies such as Filter Bank Multi Carrier (FB-
MC), Non Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA), and
Sparse Code Multiple Access (SCMA).
[0006] Meanwhile, the Internet has been evolved to an

Internet of Things (loT) network in which distributed com-
ponents such as objects exchange and process informa-
tion from a human-oriented connection network in which
humans generate and consume information. An Internet
of Everything (loE) technology in which a big data
processing technology through a connection with a cloud
server or the like is combined with the loT technology
has emerged. In order to implement loT, technical factors
such as a sensing technique, wired/wireless communi-
cation, network infrastructure, service-interface technol-
ogy, and security technology are required, and research
on technologies such as a sensor network, Machine-to-
Machine (M2M) communication, Machine-Type Commu-
nication (MTC), and the like for connection between ob-
jects has recently been conducted. In an loT environ-
ment, through collection and analysis of data generated
in connected objects, an intelligent Internet Technology
(IT) service to create a new value for peoples’ lives may
be provided. The loT may be applied to fields such as
smart homes, smart buildings, smart cities, smart cars,
connected cars, smart grids, health care, smart home
appliances, or high-tech medical services through the
convergence of the conventional Information Technology
(IT) and various industries.
[0007] Accordingly, various attempts to apply the 5G
communication to the loT network have been made. For
example, technologies, such as a sensor network, ma-
chine-to-machine (M2M), and machine type communi-
cation (MTC) are being implemented using the 5G com-
munication technologies, such as beamforming, MIMO,
and an array antenna. The application of a cloud RAN
as the big data processing technology may be an exam-
ple of convergence of 5G technology and loT technology.

[Disclosure of Invention]

[Technical Problem]

[0008] The disclosure proposes a method in which, in
a mobile communication network, a capability exposure
function (CEF), which has a function of managing a ter-
minal or providing a mobility event in relation to the ter-
minal by exposing a context of the terminal to a third
party, is connected to each network function defined in
a fifth generation mobile communication network. In the
description hereinafter, network functions may be func-
tions belonging to a specific network entity, that is to say,
the specific network entity may be a set of various net-
work functions. A CEF may be connected to either each
network entity or each network function. In other words,
the network function denotes a physically implemented
network entity operating for a predetermined purpose,
and one network entity may correspond to either one
network function or multiple network functions. According
to the disclosure, a CEF may search for each network
function associated with a specific terminal and directly
or indirectly negotiate with a corresponding network func-
tion so as to acquire information on the terminal, set an
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event, or transmit data.

[Solution to Problem]

[0009] In order to solve the problem described above,
a method for requesting information by a first network
node according to an embodiment of the disclosure in-
cludes the operations of: transmitting a first message
which makes a request for a connection to a network
function supporting a terminal and includes an identifier
of a context of the terminal, to a second network node
managing terminal context information; receiving, from
the second network node, a second message which is a
response to the first message and includes identification
information of the network function; and transmitting a
third message requesting context information to a net-
work entity corresponding to the received identification
information.
[0010] A first network node according to another em-
bodiment of the disclosure includes: a transceiver con-
figured to transmit and receive a signal; and a controller
configured to transmit a first message which makes a
request for a connection to a network function supporting
a terminal and includes an identifier of a context of the
terminal, to a second network node managing terminal
context information, receive, from the second network
node, a second message which is a response to the first
message and includes identification information of the
network function, and transmit a third message request-
ing context information to a network entity corresponding
to the received identification information.
[0011] A method for supporting by a second network
node according to yet another embodiment of the disclo-
sure including the operations of: receiving, from a first
network node, a first message which makes a request
for a connection to a network function supporting a ter-
minal and includes an identifier of a context of the termi-
nal; determining whether the request is valid, on the basis
of identification information of the first network node in-
cluded in the first message; and if it is determined that
the request is valid, transmitting, to the first network node,
a second message which is a response to the first mes-
sage and includes identification information of the net-
work function.
[0012] A second network node according to yet anoth-
er embodiment of the disclosure includes: a transceiver
configured to transmit and receive a signal; and a con-
troller configured to receive, from a first network node, a
first message which makes a request for a connection to
a network function supporting a terminal and includes an
identifier of a context of the terminal, determine whether
the request is valid, on the basis of identification infor-
mation of the first network node included in the first mes-
sage, and if it is determined that the request is valid,
transmit, to the first network node, a second message
which is a response to the first message and includes
identification information of the network function.

[Advantageous Effects of Invention]

[0013] According to an embodiment of the disclosure,
a 5G mobile communication system operator can con-
nect a CEF and each network function configuring a 5G
system and expose information on a terminal to the CEF
so as to support various services that third parties can
provide for the terminal. Using the CEF, a 5G mobile
communication system operator can perform a configu-
ration change for mobility management and configure a
mobility management context specialized for the corre-
sponding terminal, subscribe to mobility management
events of the corresponding terminal, configure session
management for the corresponding terminal and config-
ure a session management context, configure charging
information of the corresponding terminal, and transmit
small data for the corresponding terminal.

[Brief Description of Drawings]

[0014]

FIG. 1 illustrates connections between a capability
exposure function and other network functions
through a connection between an interconnection
and routing function and the capability exposure
function;
FIG. 2 illustrates a method for connecting a capability
exposure function and other network functions
through a connection between a user data manage-
ment repository and the capability exposure func-
tion;
FIG. 3 illustrates a method for connecting a capability
exposure function and other network functions
through a connection between a subscription repos-
itory and the capability exposure function;
FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating operating processes
between a CEF, network nodes, and entities accord-
ing to the embodiment described in FIG. 1;
FIG. 5 is a flow chart illustrating operating processes
between a CEF, network nodes, and entities accord-
ing to the embodiment described in FIG. 2;
FIG. 6 is a flow chart illustrating operating processes
between a CEF, network nodes, and entities accord-
ing to the embodiment described in FIG. 3;
FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating the structure of
a CEF according to an embodiment;
FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating the structure of
a network node according to an embodiment; and
FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating the structure of
a network function according to an embodiment.

[Mode for the Invention]

[0015] Hereinafter, embodiments of the disclosure will
be described in detail in conjunction with the accompa-
nying drawings. In the following description of the disclo-
sure, a detailed description of known functions or config-
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urations incorporated herein will be omitted when it may
obfuscate the subject matter of the disclosure. The terms
which will be described below are terms defined in con-
sideration of the functions in the disclosure, and may be
different according to users, intentions of the users, or
customs. Therefore, the definitions of the terms should
be made based on the contents throughout the specifi-
cation.
[0016] The advantages and features of the disclosure
and ways to achieve them will be apparent by making
reference to embodiments as described below in detail
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. Howev-
er, the disclosure is not limited to the embodiments set
forth below, but may be implemented in various different
forms. The following embodiments are provided only to
completely disclose the disclosure and inform those
skilled in the art of the scope of the disclosure, and the
disclosure is defined only by the scope of the appended
claims. Throughout the specification, the same or like
reference numerals designate the same or like elements.
[0017] Here, it will be understood that each block of
the flowchart illustrations, and combinations of blocks in
the flowchart illustrations, can be implemented by com-
puter program instructions. These computer program in-
structions can be provided to a processor of a general
purpose computer, special purpose computer, or other
programmable data processing apparatus to produce a
machine, such that the instructions, which execute via
the processor of the computer or other programmable
data processing apparatus, create means for implement-
ing the functions specified in the flowchart block or blocks.
These computer program instructions may also be stored
in a computer usable or computer-readable memory that
can direct a computer or other programmable data
processing apparatus to function in a particular manner,
such that the instructions stored in the computer usable
or computer-readable memory produce an article of man-
ufacture including instruction means that implement the
function specified in the flowchart block or blocks. The
computer program instructions may also be loaded onto
a computer or other programmable data processing ap-
paratus to cause a series of operational steps to be per-
formed on the computer or other programmable appara-
tus to produce a computer implemented process such
that the instructions that execute on the computer or other
programmable apparatus provide steps for implementing
the functions specified in the flowchart block or blocks.
[0018] And each block of the flowchart illustrations may
represent a module, segment, or portion of code, which
includes one or more executable instructions for imple-
menting the specified logical function(s). It should also
be noted that in some alternative implementations, the
functions noted in the blocks may occur out of the order.
For example, two blocks shown in succession may in fact
be executed substantially concurrently or the blocks may
sometimes be executed in the reverse order, depending
upon the functionality involved.
[0019] As used herein, the "unit" or "module" refers to

a software element or a hardware element, such as a
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) or an Applica-
tion Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), which performs a
predetermined function. However, the "unit" or "module"
does not always have a meaning limited to software or
hardware. The "unit" or "module" may be constructed
either to be stored in an addressable storage medium or
to execute one or more processors. Therefore, the "unit"
or "module" includes, for example, software elements,
object-oriented software elements, class elements or
task elements, processes, functions, properties, proce-
dures, sub-routines, segments of a program code, driv-
ers, firmware, micro-codes, circuits, data, database, data
structures, tables, arrays, and parameters. The elements
and functions provided by the "unit" or "module" may be
either combined into a smaller number of elements,
"unit", or "module" or divided into a larger number of el-
ements, "unit", or "module". Moreover, the elements and
"units" or "modules" may be implemented to reproduce
one or more CPUs within a device or a security multime-
dia card.
[0020] Although the new RAN (NR) and packet core
(next generation core (NG Core)), which are a radio ac-
cess network and a core network in a 5G network stand-
ardized by 3GPP, are described in specific descriptions
of embodiments of the disclosure, the salient points of
the disclosure can be also applied to any other commu-
nication system with a similar background by making mi-
nor modifications within the scope of the disclosure. Such
application could be determined by those skilled in the
art to which the disclosure pertains.
[0021] For convenience of the description, the disclo-
sure uses certain terms and names defined in the stand-
ards of the 3rd generation partnership project long term
evolution (3GPP LTE). However, the disclosure is not
delimited by the terms and names and can be applied
the same to a system according to any other standard
as well.
[0022] The description of entities used in the disclosure
is as follows.
[0023] A core network of 5G may include network func-
tions as follows. A mobility management function (MMF)
is a network function of managing mobility of a terminal.
A session management function (SMF) is a network func-
tion of managing a packet data network connection pro-
vided for a terminal. An authentication function is a net-
work function for authenticating a terminal to determine
whether the terminal is allowed to use a corresponding
mobile communication network. A policy/charging func-
tion is a network function of carrying out a mobile com-
munication provider’s service policy and charging in re-
lation to a terminal. The network functions may be a com-
bination of functions included in a common control net-
work function (CCNF), which is a core network entity of
5G. For example, the CCNF may be a combination of
network functions of mobility management and terminal
authentication. In this case, the CCNF has the MMF and
authentication function. The MMF is connected to the
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SMF, and the SMF is connected to the policy/charging
function (PCRF). The CEF can access information ac-
cording to which a terminal is managed, in a 5G network
and thus can perform a configuration change for mobility
management and configure a mobility management con-
text specialized for the corresponding terminal, subscribe
to mobility management events of the corresponding ter-
minal, configure session management for the corre-
sponding terminal and configure a session management
context, configure charging information of the corre-
sponding terminal, and transmit small data for the corre-
sponding terminal.

First Embodiment - FIG. 1

[0024] FIG. 1 illustrates a structure in which each net-
work function is connected through an interconnection
and routing function (IRF).
[0025] The IRF is connected to the network functions
through interfaces 102, 103, 104, 105, and 106, respec-
tively. A CEF is connected to a subscription repository
through interface 101. The CEF has no direct connection
to each of the network functions and is connected to the
IRF through interface 107. The CEF may request,
through interface 107, the IRF to transmit a message to
a specific network function. When a specific network
function transmits a message for the CEF to the IRF, the
IRF may transfer the message to the CEF through inter-
face 107. The disclosure includes a proposal for identi-
fiers used at each interface in order to transmit and re-
ceive mutual messages between a CEF and each net-
work function.
[0026]

1. The capability exposure function (CEF) first que-
ries the subscription repository through interface 101
about the address of the interconnection and routing
function (IRF) in order to be connected to a specific
network function. The CEF may deliver a message
including an identifier for a terminal, which is here-
inafter referred to as an external ID meaning an ex-
ternally used identifier, to the subscription repository.
The CEF has been informed of a mobile communi-
cation provider serving the corresponding terminal
and has been informed of a subscription repository
address of the mobile communication provider. The
CEF may allocate a reference ID to be used as a
connection identifier between the CEF and the IRF
and transmit the message together with the refer-
ence ID.
2. The subscription repository refers to the external
ID included in the message and searches for an IMSI
mapped thereto, which is a terminal identifier in a
mobile communication network. When an IMSI of a
terminal to which the subscription repository pro-
vides a service is not found, the subscription repos-
itory transmits a request rejection message to the
CEF. When the IMSI is found, the subscription re-

pository stores the reference ID, IMSI, and external
ID received in procedure 1, with the reference ID
associated with the IMSI and external ID. The sub-
scription repository notifies the IRF through interface
102 that a connection request has been received
from the CEF. The subscription repository includes,
in this message, the IMSI of the terminal or the ex-
ternal ID, and the reference ID and CEF address
received in procedure 1. Then, by means of the ref-
erence ID, a connection between the CEF and IRF,
allocated to the terminal can be identified.
3. The subscription repository transmits a response
to the CEF so as to notify of the address of the IRF
and the reference ID. Since the CEF is notified of
the address of the IRF, the CEF can use interface
107 and transmits a message confirming a connec-
tion between the CEF and IRF, to the IRF through
interface 107. This message includes the external
ID or IMSI of the terminal, the reference ID, and the
CEF address.
The CEF may include, in the message, an indication
as to whether the CEF is to establish a connection
to the MMF of the terminal, is to establish a connec-
tion to the SMF thereof, is to establish a connection
to the authentication function thereof, or is to estab-
lish a connection to the PCRF thereof. Otherwise the
indication may be transmitted using an independent
message on completion of procedure 4. The CEF
may have an indication of being connected to a plu-
rality of network functions.
4. The IRF receives the message and checks wheth-
er the CEF is connected to the IRF, by referring to
the external ID or IMSI of the terminal, the reference
ID, and the CEF address, which are included in the
message. The IRF, having confirmed the connection
in procedure 2, transmits a response to the CEF to
acknowledge (ACK) establishment of the connec-
tion.
The IRF may provide a connection between the CEF
and a specific network function providing a service
to the terminal by referring to the transmitted indica-
tion in the message in procedure 3 as to what net-
work function the CEF needs to be connected to.
The IRF stores information that can confirm the con-
nection between the two. The information may be
stored in the form of an MMF ID and reference ID,
an SMF ID and reference ID, an authentication func-
tion ID and reference ID, a PCRF and reference ID,
or an ID and/or address of a network entity including
the network functions and a reference ID. The IRF
includes the routing information in the response mes-
sage to be sent to the CEF and transmits the same.
Then, the CEF can specify that a certain message
is sent to a specific network function, by using a com-
bination of an ID of the specific network function or
an address of the specific network entity and a ref-
erence ID.
5. The CEF performs an information configuration/in-
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formation request, intended for a network function
having the corresponding information, by sending a
message relating thereto to the IRF through the in-
terface 107. The IRF, having received the message,
determines what network function the request mes-
sage is sent to, and transmits the request message
to a corresponding network function among the net-
work functions connected to 103, 104, 105, and 106.
The network function, having received the message,
may process an operation relating to the request and
request the IRF to send a response relating thereto
to the CEF. The IRF, having received the request,
transmits the message, sent by the network function,
to the CEF through interface 107 by identifying the
message for the CEF according to the reference ID.

Second Embodiment - FIG. 2

[0027] FIG. 2 illustrates a structure in which each net-
work function is connected through a user data manage-
ment repository. The user data management repository
is called a user data management (UDM), a user data
repository or unified data repository (UDR), or a subscrip-
tion data management (SDM). The user data manage-
ment repository has been described as UDM (or UDR)
for convenience in the disclosure. The UDM (or UDR) is
a network entity managing all information for providing a
mobile communication service to a terminal. Subscription
information of the terminal is stored therein, and an MM
context, SM context, charging context, authentication
context may be stored therein as well. Each of the net-
work functions may be connected to the UDM (or UDR)
and check the subscription information of the terminal.
Each of the network functions may store a terminal con-
text used thereby in the UDM (or UDR) and update the
context or query the UDM (or UDR) about the context. A
network entity configured from a combination of individ-
ual network functions may be connected to the UDM (or
UDR). An entity, for example, a control network function
(CNF), may be configured from a combination of the MMF
and SMF, and the CNF may be connected to the UDM
(or UDR).
[0028] The UDM (or UDR) is connected to the CEF
through interface 201. The UDM (or UDR) is connected
to the MMF through interface 202. The UDM (or UDR) is
connected to the SMF through interface 203. The UDM
(or UDR) is connected to the authentication function
through interface 204. The UDM (or UDR) is connected
to the PCRF through interface 205. For a network entity
configured from a combination of individual network func-
tions, the UDM (or UDR) is connected to the correspond-
ing network entity through another interface. The disclo-
sure is not confined to the names of the interfaces. Pro-
posed is a method for identifying a connection between
a CEF and each network function or a network entity
configured from a combination of individual network func-
tions.
[0029] The CEF requests a connection to a specific

terminal, from the UDM (or UDR) through interface 201
in order to access a terminal context managed by a spe-
cific network function. The CEF may deliver a message
including an identifier for the terminal, which is hereinafter
referred to as an external ID meaning an externally used
identifier, to the UDM (or UDR). The CEF has been in-
formed of a mobile communication provider serving the
corresponding terminal and has been informed of a UDM
address of the mobile communication provider. The CEF
may allocate a reference ID to be used as a connection
identifier between the CEF and the UDM (or UDR) and
transmit the message together with the reference ID.
Then, the UDM (or UDR) and CEF can identify the con-
nection therebetween even by means of the reference
ID and the ID of the terminal.
[0030] When a connection between the UDM (or UDR)
and a terminal is set up, the CEF can identify whether
the connection is a connection for mobility management
(MM) of the terminal, a connection for session manage-
ment thereof, a connection for authentication thereof, a
connection for a policy thereof, or a connection for charg-
ing thereof. The connection may be identified according
to identifiers for respective network functions. For exam-
ple, if an identifier such as an MM is included, what is
denoted thereby is a connection to an MM context, and
if an identifier such as an SM is included, what is denoted
thereby is a connection to an SM context. If no identifier
indicating a network function to be connected thereto is
included, the CEF may suppose that connections to all
contexts of the terminal are established.
[0031] When a connection to the UDM (or UDR) is set
up, the CEF may make a request in the representational
state transfer ful (RESTFUL) form. RESTFUL denotes a
network structure between a server and client by means
of a REST style. The REST style denotes a technique of
defining a network structure as a resource, establishing
an address of the resource, so as to configure the cor-
responding resource or acquire a value thereof. The CEF
may use such a technique when connected to the UDM.
It is assumed that the CEF and UDM (or UDR) have a
terminal context structured as a resource and share a
mutual structure system, that is, a uniform resource iden-
tifier (URI). For example, if the CEF needs to access a
resource of a location in an MM context of a terminal to
acquire information thereon, the CEF can transmit, to the
UDM (or UDR), a uniform resource identifier (URI) in a
form, such as UDM.CEF.UE_ID.MM.Location. UE_ID
may denote an external ID or IMSI, CEF may be an ID
of the CEF, and UDM (or UDR) may be an ID of the UDM
(or UDR). An instruction, such as UDM.CEF.UE_ID.MM.
Location.get(), may be executed as a message acquiring
location information of the terminal. Instead of using a
UDM (or UDR) ID or a CEF ID, a reference ID for iden-
tification of a connection between the CEF and UDM (or
UDR) may be included. For example, a URI may be in
the form such as Reference_ID.MM.Location.
[0032] The UDM (or UDR) may determine what termi-
nal context is the UDM (or UDR) to access, by referring
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to the RESTFUL style defined above. The CEF may que-
ry about a specific context of the terminal by using the
RESTFUL style defined above, or set an event to receive
a notification when information of the terminal is changed
(For example, Reference_ID.MM.Event.Location.sub-
scribe()).
[0033] All information related to the terminal is man-
aged in the UDM (or UDR). Specifically, in the UDM (or
UDR), the information related to the terminal may be
managed either integrally within the terminal or based on
classification of contexts according to the MM/SM/PCRF
of the terminal. When the information is integrally man-
aged, the URI may be in the form of Reference_ID.Lo-
cation.
[0034] Each network function or a network entity con-
figured from a combination of individual network func-
tions updates the UDM (or UDR) with information of the
terminal whenever the contexts of the terminal are
changed. Therefore, the CEF can request for an access
to an up-to-date terminal context each time.

Third Embodiment - FIG. 3

[0035] FIG. 3 illustrates a structure in which each net-
work function is connected through a subscription repos-
itory, and each of the network functions is connected to
a CEF. The subscription repository is a network entity
managing all information for providing a mobile commu-
nication service to a terminal. Subscription information
of the terminal is stored therein, and an MM context, SM
context, charging context, authentication context may be
stored therein as well. Each of the network functions may
be connected to the subscription repository and check
the subscription information of the terminal. Each of the
network functions may store a terminal context used
thereby in the subscription repository and update the con-
text or query the UDM (or UDR) about the context. A
network entity configured from a combination of individ-
ual network functions may be connected to the subscrip-
tion repository. An entity, for example, a control network
function (CNF), may be configured from a combination
of the MMF and SMF, and the CNF may be connected
to the subscription repository. This CNF may be connect-
ed to the CEF to transmit or receive terminal context in-
formation.

1. The CEF sends a request message to the sub-
scription repository in order to be connected to each
network function or a network entity, which serve the
terminal, and obtain permission for connection of the
CEF to the terminal. This message may include: an
external ID or IMSI, which is an ID of the terminal to
which the CEF is to establish a connection; a refer-
ence ID, which allows identification of a connection
between the CEF and subscription repository; and
a CEF ID. The reference ID is allocated by the CEF.
The CEF may include an indicator indicating a net-
work function to be connected, depending on what

network function the CEF is to acquire a terminal
context of among network functions serving the ter-
minal. For example, if a connection to MM-related
information of the terminal is required, indicator MM
may be included, if a connection to SM-related infor-
mation of the terminal required, indicator SM may be
included, and if a connection to PCRF-related infor-
mation of the terminal is required, indicator PCRF
may be included.
2. The subscription repository performs an operation
for granting a connection request of the CEF. The
subscription repository may refer to the CEF ID and
the ID of the terminal, check the IMSI of the corre-
sponding terminal, and refer to subscription informa-
tion and terms of service agreement, so as to deter-
mine whether to permit the CEF to be connected to
the subscription repository or each of the network
functions in relation to the corresponding terminal.
After the permission operation, the subscription re-
pository may acquire IDs of the MMF, SMF, Authen-
tication function, and PCRF serving the terminal and
transmit the acquired IDs to the CEF. Otherwise, af-
ter the permission operation, the subscription repos-
itory may find indicators of specific network functions
serving the terminal in the request made by the CEF
through procedure 1, acquire IDs of the network
functions, and transmit the acquired IDs to the CEF.
The IDs may denote address values allowing a con-
nection to the specific network functions or network
entity configured from a combination of network func-
tions.
3. The subscription repository may deliver the CEF
ID and the reference ID, which is a connection iden-
tifier used for establishing a connection from the CEF
to each of the network functions or a network entity
configured from a combination of network functions.
This message includes the IMSI for identifying the
terminal. The network functions or network entity,
having received this message, stores this informa-
tion.
4. The CEF refers to the IDs of the network functions
or network entity acquired from the subscription re-
pository through procedure 2 and attempts to con-
nect to the corresponding network functions or net-
work entity. The CEF ID and the reference ID allo-
cated and used in the previous procedures are in-
cluded. The network functions or network entity, hav-
ing received this message through each interface,
may determine validity of the message on the basis
of the reference ID and CEF ID stored therein in pro-
cedure 3. Each of the network functions or network
entity may send a response message to the CEF.

[0036] While procedure 4 is performed, the CEF may
also request specific information of the terminal, set an
event according to a change of information of the termi-
nal, or make a request for configuring information of the
terminal, together with the performance of the procedure.
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The network functions or network entity, having received
the request or configuration, may send a response there-
to to the CEF.
[0037] If an SMF serving the terminal is changed, an
MMF or a network entity including the MMF, having a
connection established to the CEF by the previous op-
eration, may notify the CEF that the SMF has been
changed. The MMF or network entity includes the ID of
a changed SMF in this message and sends the message,
and the CEF, having received the message, may estab-
lish a connection to the new SMF again by using the
reference ID.
[0038] If the serving MMF of the terminal is changed,
the subscription repository, having a connection estab-
lished to the CEF by the previous operation, notifies the
CEF that the MMF has been changed, and includes the
ID of a new MMF in this message and transmits the mes-
sage. For another method, if the serving MMF is changed,
the old MMF may notify the CEF of the ID or address of
a new MMF, and the CEF may establish a connection
again to the new MMF.
[0039] FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating operating proc-
esses between a CEF, network nodes, and entities ac-
cording to the embodiment described in FIG. 1. FIG. 4
illustrates operations between a CEF, an IRF, a subscrip-
tion repository, network function 1, and network function
2. It is understood that the proposed embodiment is not
delimited to the illustrated contents and could be extend-
ably applied to a scenario in which the greater or smaller
number of network functions are connected.
[0040] For connection to a specific network function,
the CEF transmits a connection request which queries a
subscription repository about the address of an IRF
(410). The connection request may include an external
ID for a terminal, and a reference ID, which is an identifier
between the CEF and the IRF. The subscription reposi-
tory, having received the connection request, identifies
the terminal on the basis of the external ID. When the
IMSI of the terminal is identified, the subscription repos-
itory associates the reference ID with the IMSI and ex-
ternal ID and stores the associated reference ID, IMSI,
external ID. The subscription repository subsequently
notifies the IRF that the connection request has been
received from the CEF (420). By this operation, a con-
nection between the IRF and CEF can be identified by
means of the reference ID.
[0041] The subscription repository transmits a re-
sponse to the CEF so as to notify of the address of the
IRF and the reference ID (430). The CEF is informed of
the address of the IRF by the received response and
transmits a message for connection confirmation to the
IRF (440). The message for connection confirmation may
include at least one of the external ID, IMSI, reference
ID, and CEF address and may also include an indicator
indicating a function of the terminal, which is supported
by a network node to which the CEF will be connected.
[0042] The IRF checks whether the CEF is one having
been connected to the IRF, by referring to information

included in the received message and confirms connec-
tion establishment by transmitting a response to the CEF,
depending on a result of the checking (450). The IRF
refers to the indicator transmitted by the CEF so as to
discover what network function the CEF needs to be con-
nected to, and stores and manages information accord-
ing to which a connection between the CEF and a specific
network function providing a service to the terminal can
be identified. Such information for routing may be deliv-
ered to the CEF while being included in the message in
operation 450 described above.
[0043] The CEF performs configuration of and request
for information that the CEF needs, intended for a net-
work function having the information, by sending a mes-
sage relating thereto to the IRF through an interface with
the IRF (460). The IRF checks, at the request of the CEF,
what network function the request message is to be de-
livered to, and delivers the request message to a corre-
sponding network function among network functions 1
and 2 (470). The network function, having received the
request message, processes an operation according to
the request and transmits a response thereto to the IRF
(480), and the IRF delivers, to the CEF, the received re-
sponse (490).
[0044] FIG. 5 is a flow chart illustrating operating proc-
esses between a CEF, network nodes, and entities ac-
cording to the embodiment described in FIG. 2. FIG. 5
illustrates operations between a CEF, a UDM (or UDR),
network function 1, and network function 2. It is under-
stood that the proposed embodiment is not delimited to
the illustrated contents and could be extendably applied
to a scenario in which the greater or smaller number of
network functions are connected.
[0045] The UDM (or UDR) is a network entity (network
node) for managing all information for providing a service
to a terminal and may store and manage subscription
information and context information of the terminal. Each
of the network functions may store, in the UDM (or UDR),
a terminal context supported thereby and update the
stored context (510), and the UDM (or UDR) may query
each of the network functions about the context and re-
ceive a response thereto, thereby keeping the terminal
context information up to date (520, 530).
[0046] The CEF transmits a connection request mes-
sage to the UDM (or UDR) in order to access terminal
context information managed by a specific network func-
tion (540). Such a connection request message may in-
clude an external ID, which is an external identifier of the
terminal, and a reference ID, which is an identifier be-
tween the CEF and UDM (or UDR). In addition, when a
connection to the UDM (or UDR) and terminal is set up,
the CEF may also transmit the connection request mes-
sage in a state where the message includes an identifier
for identifying what function is to be connected thereto.
As already described above with reference to FIG.2, such
a connection request message may be in the RESTFUL
style.
[0047] The UDM (or UDR) may determine what context
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is to be accessed, by referring to the connection request
message received from the CEF, and transmit a specific
terminal context being managed by the UDM (or UDR),
to the CEF in response thereto (550). As described
above, the UDM (or UDR) may keep the terminal context
up to date by using notification of a context change or a
query/response, and manage the same in an integrated
manner.
[0048] FIG. 6 is a flow chart illustrating operating proc-
esses between a CEF, network nodes, and entities ac-
cording to the embodiment described in FIG. 3. FIG. 6
illustrates operations between a CEF, a subscription re-
pository, network function 1, and network function 2. It is
understood that the proposed embodiment is not delim-
ited to the illustrated contents and could be extendably
applied to a scenario in which the greater or smaller
number of network functions are connected.
[0049] The subscription repository is a network entity
(network node) for managing all information for providing
a service to a terminal and may store and manage sub-
scription information and context information of the ter-
minal. Each of the network functions may be connected
to the subscription repository to refer to the subscription
information of the terminal and store a terminal context
supported thereby in the subscription repository. The
subscription repository may keep the terminal context
information up to date by receiving, from the network
functions, notification that the context information has
been changed or using a query and response.
[0050] The CEF transmits a connection request mes-
sage to the subscription repository in order to be con-
nected to the network functions or entity supporting the
terminal and also obtain permission for connection of the
CEF to the terminal (610). This connection request mes-
sage may include at least one of an external ID, an IMSI,
each of which is ID of the terminal, a reference ID for
identifying a connection between the CEF and subscrip-
tion repository, and a CEF ID, and may include an indi-
cator indicating what network function the CEF needs to
acquire context information supported by.
[0051] The subscription repository, having received
the connection request of the CEF, grants the connection
request (620). The subscription repository may refer to
the IMSI of the terminal by using the CEF ID and external
ID and refer to subscription information, terms of service
agreement, etc. so as to determine whether the CEF can
be connected to the subscription repository and network
functions in relation to the terminal, and permit the con-
nection.
[0052] If the connection has been permitted, the sub-
scription repository acquires the ID and/or address value
of each of the network functions supporting the terminal
and transmits a response relating thereto to the CEF
(630). The subscription repository delivers the CEF ID
and the reference ID, which is an identifier to be used to
establish a connection from the CEF to each of the net-
work functions or a network entity corresponding to a
combination of a plurality of network functions (640). In

this operation, the IMSI for identifying the terminal may
be included. The network functions and entity, having
received the identifiers, stores the received information.
[0053] The CEF attempts to connect to the correspond-
ing network functions and/or network entity by using the
IDs and/or address values of the network functions and
network entity, included in the response message re-
ceived from the subscription repository (650). In such a
connection operation, the reference ID may be included
and used. The network functions and/or network entity,
having received a message for the connection attempt,
may determine validity of the message for the connection
attempt on the basis of the reference ID and CEF ID
stored therein and transmit a determination result to the
CEF in response to the message (660).
[0054] When the message for the connection attempt
is transmitted, the CEF may also request specific context
information of the terminal, set an event according to a
change of information of the terminal, or transmit a re-
quest for configuring information of the terminal, together
with the transmission of the message. Each of the net-
work functions and/or entity may also transmit a response
to such a request and configuration, together with the
message.
[0055] If a connection between the CEF and network
entities is established, when a network function support-
ing the terminal is changed, the network functions and/or
network entity may notify the CEF thereof (670). In such
an operation, if the ID of a changed network function is
delivered to the CEF, together with the notification, the
CEF may establish a connection to a new network entity
(680). In addition, the subscription repository may notify
the CEF that the network function supporting the terminal
is changed.
[0056] FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating the struc-
ture of a CEF according to an embodiment. Referring to
FIG. 7, the CEF may include a communication unit (710),
a controller (720), and a storage unit (740). The controller
(720) may be hereinafter defined as a circuit, an appli-
cation specific integrated circuit, or at least one proces-
sor, and the controller (720) may include a connection
request submission unit (730).
[0057] The communication unit (710) communicates
with a network entity, a network function, and network
nodes and transmits/receives a signal. The communica-
tion unit (710) may communicate with any other network
entity, node, or functions through a wired connection and
may also wirelessly communicate therewith through an
RF module.
[0058] The controller (720) may control general oper-
ations of the CEF according to the embodiments de-
scribed above. For example, the controller (720) may
transmit a connection request to at least one of a sub-
scription repository, IRF, and UDM, or request context
information of a terminal from at least one of the sub-
scription repository, IRF, UDM, and network entity.
[0059] The connection request submission unit (730)
transmits, to an external network node, a request mes-
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sage requesting information of a terminal. The connec-
tion request submission unit (730) may also receive a
response to the request message to be directly or indi-
rectly connected to a network function providing context
information so as to acquire the context information. It is
understood that the controller (720) could play a role of
the connection request submission unit (730) described
above.
[0060] The storage unit (740) may store at least one
of information transmitted/received by the communica-
tion unit (710) and information generated by the controller
(720).
[0061] FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating the struc-
ture of a network node according to an embodiment. Re-
ferring to FIG. 8, the network node may include a com-
munication unit (810), a controller (820), and a storage
unit (840). The controller (820) may be hereinafter de-
fined as a circuit, an application specific integrated circuit,
or at least one processor, and the controller (820) may
include a connection request processing unit (830). The
network node may denote at least one of the IRF, UDM
(or UDR), and subscription repository described above.
[0062] The communication unit (810) communicates
with a network entity, a network function, and network
nodes and transmits/receives a signal. The communica-
tion unit (810) may communicate with any other network
entity, node, or functions through a wired connection and
may also wirelessly communicate therewith through an
RF module.
[0063] The controller (820) may control general oper-
ations of the network node according to the embodiments
described above. For example, the controller (820) may
receive a connection request from a CEF, handle the
connection request, and transmit a response to the CEF.
[0064] The connection request processing unit (830)
receives, from the CEF, a request message requesting
information of a terminal and analyzes the request mes-
sage. The connection request processing unit (830) may
also communicate with any other network functions and
entities to provide context information to the CEF, in re-
sponse to the request message and may deliver acquired
context information to the CEF. The connection request
processing unit (830) may also determine whether the
connection request of the CEF is valid. It is understood
that the controller (820) could play a role of the connection
request processing unit (830) described above.
[0065] The storage unit (840) may store at least one
of information transmitted/received by the communica-
tion unit (810) and information generated by the controller
(820).
[0066] FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating the struc-
ture of a network function according to an embodiment.
Referring to FIG. 9, the network node may include a com-
munication unit (910), a controller (920), and a storage
unit (940). The controller (920) may be hereinafter de-
fined as a circuit, an application specific integrated circuit,
or at least one processor, and the controller (920) may
include an information provision unit (930). In the em-

bodiment, the network function may denote the network
function and/or network entity, described above, provid-
ing a service to the terminal.
[0067] The communication unit (910) communicates
with a network entity, a network function, and network
nodes and transmits/receives a signal. The communica-
tion unit (910) may communicate with any other network
entity, node, or functions through a wired connection and
may also wirelessly communicate therewith through an
RF module.
[0068] The controller (920) may control general oper-
ations of the network function according to the embodi-
ments described above. For example, the controller (920)
may transmit context information of a terminal to the out-
side at a request of a CEF.
[0069] The information provision unit (930) transmits,
to the outside, terminal context information stored therein
and being managed thereby, on the basis of a context
request directly received from the CEF or a context re-
quest received from at least one of the IRF, UDM, and
subscription repository. It is understood that the controller
(920) could play a role of the information provision unit
(930) described above.
[0070] The storage unit (940) may store at least one
of information transmitted/received by the communica-
tion unit (910) and information generated by the controller
(920).
[0071] Although exemplary embodiments of the disclo-
sure have been shown and described in the specification
and drawings with specific terms used therein, they are
used in general sense in order to easily explain technical
contents of the disclosure, and to help comprehension
of the disclosure, and are not intended to limit the scope
of the disclosure. It is obvious to those skilled in the art
to which the disclosure pertains that other modified em-
bodiments on the basis of the spirits of the disclosure
besides the embodiments disclosed herein can be car-
ried out.

Claims

1. A method for requesting information by a first net-
work node in a mobile communication system, the
method comprising:

transmitting, to a second network node manag-
ing context information of a terminal, a first mes-
sage requesting a connection to a network func-
tion supporting the terminal, the first message
comprising an identifier of a context of the ter-
minal;
receiving, from the second network node in re-
sponse to the first message, a second message
comprising identification information of the net-
work function; and
transmitting a third message requesting context
information to a network entity corresponding to
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the received identification information.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the first message
comprises identification information of the first net-
work node, and
wherein the second message is received, in a case
that the request is approved as valid based on the
identification information of the first network node
included in the first message.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the context of the
terminal comprises at least one of a mobility man-
agement context, a session management context, a
charging context, and an authentication context, the
first message indicates a specific resource of the
context of the terminal by using a representational
state transfer ful (RESTFUL) style, and
wherein the identification information of the network
function comprises an ID or an address value of a
network entity corresponding to the identifier of the
context of the terminal.

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising receiving
the requested context information from the network
entity,
wherein the second network node delivers, to the
network entity, identification information of the first
network node included in the first message, and
wherein the network entity determines validity of the
third message based on the received identification
information of the first network node.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein:
the first network node comprises a capability expo-
sure function (CEF); the second network node com-
prises an interconnection and routing function (IRF),
a user data management (UDM), a user data repos-
itory (UDR), or a subscription repository; and the net-
work entity comprises at least one of a mobility man-
agement function, a session management function,
an authentication function, and a policy/charging
function.

6. A first network node requesting information in a mo-
bile communication system, the first network node
comprising:

a transceiver configured to transmit and receive
a signal; and
a controller configured to:

transmit, to a second network node manag-
ing context information of a terminal, a first
message requesting a connection to a net-
work function supporting the terminal, the
first message comprising an identifier of a
context of the terminal,
receive, from the second network node in

response to the first message, a second
message comprising identification informa-
tion of the network function, and
transmit a third message requesting context
information to a network entity correspond-
ing to the received identification informa-
tion.

7. The first network node of claim 6, wherein the first
message comprises identification information of the
first network node, and
wherein the second message is received, in a case
that the request is approved as valid based on the
identification information of the first network node
included in the first message.

8. The first network node of claim 6, wherein the context
of the terminal comprises at least one of a mobility
management context, a session management con-
text, a charging context, and an authentication con-
text, the first message indicates a specific resource
of the context of the terminal by using a representa-
tional state transfer ful (RESTFUL) style, and
wherein the identification information of the network
function comprises an ID or an address value of a
network entity corresponding to the identifier of the
context of the terminal.

9. The first network node of claim 6, wherein the con-
troller is further configured to receive the requested
context information from the network entity,
wherein the second network node delivers, to the
network entity, identification information of the first
network node included in the first message, and
wherein the network entity determines validity of the
third message based on the received identification
information of the first network node.

10. The first network node of claim 6, wherein
the first network node comprises a CEF, the second
network node comprises an IRF, a UDM, a UDR, or
a subscription repository, and the network entity
comprises at least one of a mobility management
function, a session management function, an au-
thentication function, and a policy/charging function.

11. A method for supporting a first network node by a
second network node in a mobile communication
system, the method comprising:

receiving, from the first network node, a first
message requesting a connection to a network
function supporting a terminal, the first message
comprising an identifier of a context of the ter-
minal;
determining whether the requesting is valid
based on identification information of the first
network node included in the first message; and
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transmitting, to the first network node, a second
message in response to the first message, in a
case that the request is determined to be valid,
the second message comprising identification
information of the network function.

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising transmit-
ting a third message comprising identification infor-
mation of the first network node and delivering the
requesting of the first network node, to a network
entity corresponding to the identification information
of the network function.

13. The method of claim 11, wherein the context of the
terminal comprises at least one of a mobility man-
agement context, a session management context, a
charging context, and an authentication context, the
first message indicates a specific resource of the
context of the terminal by using a representational
state transfer ful (RESTFUL) style,
wherein the identification information of the network
function comprises an ID or an address value of a
network entity corresponding to the identifier of the
context of the terminal, and
wherein the first network node comprises a CEF, the
second network node comprises an IRF, a UDM, a
UDR, or a subscription repository, and the network
entity comprises at least one of a mobility manage-
ment function, a session management function, an
authentication function, and a policy/charging func-
tion.

14. A second network node supporting a first network
node in a mobile communication system, the second
network node comprising:

a transceiver configured to transmit and receive
a signal; and
a controller configured to:

receive, from the first network node, a first
message requesting a connection to a net-
work function supporting a terminal, the first
message comprising an identifier of a con-
text of the terminal,
determine whether the requesting is valid
based on identification information of the
first network node included in the first mes-
sage, and
transmit, to the first network node, a second
message in response to the first message,
in a case that the request is determined to
be valid, the second message comprising
identification information of the network
function.

15. The second network node of claim 14, wherein the
controller is further configured to transmit a third

message comprising identification information of the
first network node and delivering the requesting of
the first network node, to a network entity corre-
sponding to the identification information of the net-
work function,
wherein the context of the terminal comprises at least
one of a mobility management context, a session
management context, a charging context, and an au-
thentication context, the first message indicates a
specific resource of the context of the terminal by
using a representational state transfer ful (REST-
FUL) style,
wherein the identification information of the network
function comprises an ID or an address value of a
network entity corresponding to the identifier of the
context of the terminal, and
wherein the first network node comprises a CEF, the
second network node comprises an IRF, a UDM, a
UDR, or a subscription repository, and the network
entity comprises at least one of a mobility manage-
ment function, a session management function, an
authentication function, and a policy/charging func-
tion.
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